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Recipients of the 2016 Architizer A+ Award:  
140 projects representing the best architecture 
in 2016.
-
Every building in this book won a 2016 Architizer 
A+ Award. These winners were chosen by an 
international jury of over 300 experts, and 
endorsed by over 400,000 public votes online.
-
The A+ Awards celebrate the diversity of the 
world’s architecture. The entrants, from over 100 
countries, run the gamut of architectural 
typology and form, ranging from the tallest 
towers to the tiniest apartments and everything 
in between. From a sustainable winery to 
life-sustaining habitats for life on Mars, the 

winners represent the full spectrum  
of architectural endeavor. 
-
Taken together, these 140 projects represent  
a snapshot of the very best architecture in 2016. 
Whether you find inspiration in the images here 
or you seek out these buildings and spaces  
in person – or you have the good fortune to 
encounter them in your daily life – these 
projects change the way you look at the world 
around you.
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Awards Category Typology / Type Hospitality: Restaurants / Winner Jury

Mirrors Gifu City, Gifu Prefecture, Japan

Status
Built

Year
2014

Firm
bandesign

Firm location
Nagoya City, Japan

Exorem ipsum dollor sit at consec teur adipis cing elit a diam no nummy.

“Mirrors is a roadside cafe designed for a plot by a row of cherry trees. Taking 
advantage of this location, Mirrors reflects the cherry blossom, creating a 
forest and inviting visitors inside. The building has two wings and looks as if it 
has been split in half symmetrically and arranged around a single camellia tree, 
which stands on a patch of white gravel with tile edging. The cherry blossoms 
are mirrored by the reflective gables. 

The reflective gables are made of stainless steel and the reflection’s 
distorted image creates unusual scenery. In the gables, the visitors notice 
the trees both directly and indirectly via reflection. Simultaneously, the 
unexpected occurrences make the visitors not only enjoy the cherry blossom 
but also feel the sensitive transition of four seasons through green foliage, 
fallen leaves and the camellia that blooms when the weather turns.”

2120

Awards Category Typology / Type Commercial: Retail / Winner Jury

Apple Store, Stanford Palo Alto, CA, USA

Status
Built

Year
2013

Firm
Bohlin Cywinski 
Jackson

Firm location
San Francisco, CA, 
USA

Exorem ipsum dollor sit at consec teur adipis cing elit a diam no nummy.

“Apple Store, Stanford is a two-room pavilion-concept store within Palo 
Alto’s Stanford Shopping Center. It is a fresh direction for Apple’s retail 
program designed by San Francisco architects Bohlin Cywinski Jackson, with 
a reinterpreted design of many favorite architectural themes developed over 
the past thirteen years, such as expansive transparent glass, soft stainless 
steel, and warm stone.

With 180 lineal feet of storefront glass and three entrances, rarely has 
an Apple store been so visually recognizable and physically accessible. The 
transparent front room is made column-free by the integration of slender 
structural glass fins, with the storefront supporting the roof above. With only 
wood tables and a stone wall resting on the floor, the space below the roof is 
left uninhibited for the exploration of products.

As a counterpoint to the transparency and openness of the front room, the 
back room, which is dedicated to service, training, and accessory retail display, 
is enclosed and calming. 

Delicate stainless steel beams support a gently arcing glass roof that fills 
the back room with daylight. Extending to surrounding walls, the expansive 
glass roof allows vertical stone walls to extend unobstructed to the sky above, 
adding to the perception of being outdoors.”

2322

Awards Category Typology / Type Residential: Private House XL / Winner Jury

Cornwall Gardens Singapore

Status
Built

Year
2014

Firm
CHANG Architects

Firm location
Singapore

Exorem ipsum dollor sit at consec teur adipis cing elit a diam no nummy.

“Cornwall Gardens, designed by CHANG Architects in Singapore, is intended 
for multi-generational living. 

Using an open space, family and nature share the same breathing space. 
Plants, water bodies, and living spaces are integrated as one. The setting 
provides daylighting, natural ventilation, and passive cooling. It offers an eco-
friendly environment that promotes general wellness for all.

In the foyer an old retaining wall with a history of leakage has been 
transformed into a green courtyard with a waterfall. Working with the existing 
terrain, planters for tropical fruit trees cool temperatures and insulate the 
interiors. The landscaped decks and cascading planters frame the pool and 
ponds. These also serve as the catchment areas for rainwater harvesting, 
which is recycled for irrigation.

This house has become a popular gathering place for extended family 
and friends, and has also attracted a range of biodiversity, from bees and 
butterflies to squirrels.

By living constantly in touch with nature, Cornwall Gardens offers fresh 
definitions for living in the tropics.”

3938

Awards Category Typology / Type Commercial: Office - Low Rise / Winner Jury

TERMEH Office - Retail Building Hamedan, Iran

Status
Built

Year
2015

Firm
Farshad 
Mehdizadeh + 
Ahmad Bathaei

Firm location
Tehran, Iran

Exorem ipsum dollor sit at consec teur adipis cing elit a diam no nummy.

TERMEH OFFICE by Farshad Mehdizadeh + Ahmad Bathaei is located in 
Hamedan, one of Iran’s historical cities. Hamedan has active urban space 
which is characterized by squares and an important north-south urban axis 
which connects them together. This axis crosses the site from the western 
side. The brief called for a two-floor building with commercial functions, 
including a retail ground floor and a private office in the first floor. 

Since this project has different functions for each floor, the idea was 
to connect the functions separately but directly to the urban space. 
Furthermore, the architects needed a vertical access solution. This solution 
was in the form of a separator slab which functioned on one side as an office 
floor and from the other side as a bank ceiling. 

The bank ceiling slab also became stairs to connect the office directly to 
the walkway in front. The roof was devoted to the office as a roof garden 
for business ceremonies and outdoor parties. The façade is a continuous 
covering system made of local bricks that patterned with local and traditional 
techniques. This façade was patterned with openings to control the light.

4140

Awards Category Typology / Type Commercial: Shopping Center / Winner Jury

COEX Seoul, South Korea

Status
Built

Year
2014

Firm
Gensler

Firm location
Los Angeles, CA, 
USA

Exorem ipsum dollor sit at consec teur adipis cing elit a diam no nummy.

COEX is a 914,932-square-foot subterranean retail complex located in the 
Gangnam district of Seoul, South Korea, and designed by the Los Angeles-
based firm Gensler. It occupies the subterranean level of a super block 
containing Seoul’s primary convention center, three hotels, a casino, a 
performing arts complex, three office towers, and a bus terminal. 

COEX is not a mall but a piece of urban infrastructure. Retail circulation 
was reconfigured to create seamless connections and clear hierarchies 
between the existing tower lobbies, new and existing public plazas, and the 
subway stations at both ends of the site.

A new two-level glass pavilion creates a grand interior plaza. The pavilion 
functions as a new entrance, event space, and crossroads. The plaza is fully 
day-lit via a glazed undulating roof supported by a space frame that integrates 
a metal screen panel system for sun control. 

Another set of interventions along the eastern edge creates an 
architectural language of folded and undulating perforated metal panels and 
fascias for two existing sunken plazas. The white undulating panels are visible 
from surrounding streets and towers, and create a clear identifiable language 
for the plazas that permeates the language of the reconfigured interior 
concourses.

4342

Awards Category Typology / Type Meditation Pavilion & Garden / Winner Jury

Meditation Pavilion & Garden Geneva, Switzerland

Status
Built

Year
2012

Firm
GM Architectes 
Associés

Firm location
Geneva, 
Switzerland

Exorem ipsum dollor sit at consec teur adipis cing elit a diam no nummy.

The Meditation Pavilion & Garden blends in with the global conception of the 
park where its placed, enhancing the composition with its own qualities.

The mounds around the pavilion and the pool create a fluid vegetal belt, 
changing colors and movements with the seasons, and hiding the pavilion from 
direct views—allowing only partial or indirect perceptions. 

A special attention is given to lighting design, both natural and artificial, 
in order to preserve the site’s intimate character. In both lateral volumes 
skylights allow natural light in, while suspended spotlights and indirect lighting 
enhance the rhythm of the timber cladding and the ceiling’s corners.

The pavilion itself is composed of a crossing, central void flanked by two 
lateral volumes. The ensemble sits on top of a wooden platform cantilevered 
over the lawn and pool. The structure is made of V4A stainless steel covered 
by thermo-coated solid ash wood in walls, floors, and ceilings.

The central void includes two slight reinforcements on the floor in an 
asymmetric position and can be closed by sliding elements from inside the 
walls.
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